More Lives Changed by SitRelief Shorts
Irvine, CA, Sept. 27, 2010. Terry Delonas, cofounder of LipoWear, described the
continuing feedback from seniors and men and now women with sitting pain from
cancer, HIV and other causes whose lives have been dramatically changed by SitRelief
Shorts. “We continue to receive heartwarming and often emotional response from
people suffering from sitting pain after they have tried SitRelief Shorts” said Delonas.
Some examples of customer comments include:
“I just want to tell you that my daughter loves these shorts and thinks you’re a genius for
the invention!!! She is 12 years old and in March slipped and fell and has a pelvic
injury. After I shortened them for her size, they were absolutely perfect for her!! She
could sit on the ground, in chairs, anywhere and doesn't have to carry around her
pillow. School just started 2 days ago and she is so happy not to have to take her pillow
and get teased. She said they are very comfortable and that whoever made these are
her heroes!! So I just wanted to say thanks for making my child comfortable!! I'm hoping
her pain heals someday but until then she will be wearing your Sit Relief Shorts.”
“SitRelief Shorts have changed my attitude toward life with HIV. They are amazing,
surpassing all expectations, and enable me to nearly forget the ravages 31 years as an
HIV+ survivor have had upon my body!”
“I feel like I am no longer restricted to certain activities. My confidence in my
appearance has improved greatly. Thank you, LipoWear.”
“Late yesterday afternoon I received the SitRelief Shorts. I sat at my kitchen table for
the first time without my stupid pillow. These shorts are incredible!”
“I greatly appreciate the lack of distraction from pain.”
“I can be independent again and do what I enjoy!”
“I remain the biggest fan of these shorts. I wear them every day.”
"I have been suffering with fat and muscle loss in the buttocks for many years. When I
sit on a hard surface I feel myself sitting on bone. Thank you, thank you, thank you.
You're a God-send."
“After years of suffering, I can go out with my friends again and enjoy life.”
“The comfort they gave me when sitting on a hard surface was incredible. I had not
enjoyed a musical performance in quite a few years because my inability to sit for a
period of even ten minutes. Now I am able to sit in comfort and enjoy the show.”
“The shorts let me do things in comfort that I had quit doing."

"I'm so excited to simply be able to sit in comfort again."
“The experience is not like sitting on a pillow. Much more like having one’s natural
padding back. Thank you so much.”
Background
SitRelief Shorts were designed as a padded undergarment for selected patient
populations that experience significant sitting pain, including people with HIV, cancer
and seniors as well as others. Sitting pain is caused by fat and muscle wasting in the
buttocks resulting in crushed nerves when sitting and often causes the withdrawal from
many daily activities which contribute to the quality of life.

In a clinical trial, the padded undergarment was tested in patients with lipoatrophy and
sitting pain by physicians in southern California. Baseline sitting comfort was 11
minutes and dramatically increased to an average of 3 hours with the padded
undergarment. Patients returned to abandoned activities and the Quality of Life Survey
improved significantly in multiple areas including: Physical, Social and Cognitive
Function. In addition, the undergarment restored a normal body contour resulting in
clothing fitting better.
The LipoWear team is dedicated to the elimination of sitting pain for lipoatrophy
sufferers and donates 10% of corporate profits to AIDS Service Organizations.
The company web site, www.lipowear.com is available for additional information and
SitRelief Shorts are available for men and women customers online.
About LipoWear
LipoWear, LLC, develops therapeutic clothing products for selected patient populations,
including seniors, cancer and HIV which address specific debilitating problems common
to these patient populations. Company founders include Terry Delonas, Joann Reina
and Joe Bollert, PhD.
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